Introduction
If f(z) is a power series Koenigs [11] showed that, if 0 < l^l < 1 or if \a x \ > 1, there is a unique function x( z ) which satisfies (5) and has an expansion n-2 convergent in some neighbourhood of z = 0. Any other solution of (S) which is regular at z = 0 is a constant multiple of %{ z )-Not only can one express all the "natural" iterates f n {z) as in suitable neighbourhoods of z = 0, but with arbitrary real or complex X and suitable determinations of a x the expression (2) AW = z-i{«i A *(*)} generalises f n {z) to a family of continuous iterates f x (z) which are permutable in the sense (3) /*{/,(*)} = /,{/*(*)} = /*+,(*)• The same calculations may be carried out formally in the case a x = exp(t'0) where 0 is real and irrational. Cremer [4] and Siegel [14] have shown that the convergence of the series obtained depends on number-theoretic properties of 0. If «! is a root of unity, even the formal calculation of the Schroder function is generally impossible and if a x = 1 this is always the case.
This paper is concerned entirely with the case a x = 1. The natural iterates f n [z) have been studied by Fatou [5] and others, but continuous iterates analytic at z = 0 are not provided by the above Schroder method. There is, however, another approach based on the connexion between permutable functions and iterates (c.f. Hadamard [7] , Szekeres [15] ). We use the symbol fog, where / = 2£-i a n z " a n d g = 2 X i K z "-a r e formal power series, to denote the formal power series 2£LiC n z n obtained by substituting g for z in / and rearranging according to powers of z. Since c B depends only on a lt • • -a n and &i, • • • &« there are no problems of convergence and the operation fog is associative. If / is a given series with a x = 1 we may determine all series of the form g which are permutable with / in the sense and may be regarded formally as a family of continuous interates. The discussion of the convergence of the series / A in a given case is likely to be difficult since the rule of formation of the b n (X) is complicated. In [1] the special case corresponding to f x = e z -1 was treated by indirect arguments to show that in that case only integral values of X yield convergent series (at least for real X). This prompts the question: what A-sets can arise as the sets of those values A for which the member / A of a family (F) has a positive radius of convergence? The answer is provided by § 6, theorem 10: such a set consists of the whole A-plane or of one or two dimensional lattice of points. In the first case f(z) is embedded in a continuous group F of iterates which are regular at z = 0 and which possess a regular infinitesimal transformation ( § 7). In the other cases no such embedding is possible.
Sections 3,4 contain extensions of the work of Fatou [5] which are used in the proof of theorem 10. Section 5 contains a proof that those / A of a family which have positive radius of convergence satisfy certain conditions [3] Permutable power series and regular iteration 267 of boundedness (theorem 7) which are essential for the later proofs.
Besides studying iteration and permutability in the neighbourhood of a fixpoint one may consider e.g. permutable rational functions (Julia [10] ), polynomials (Ritt [12] and Jacobsthal [9] ) or entire functions (Baker [1] and Ganapathy Iyer [8] ). In § 8 some applications of our results to such global problems are considered.
The formal power series
The extent of the formal power series which are permutable with a given formal power series and the way in which these series form a continuous family are described in the following theorems. 
where b n (X) is a polynomial in X of degree at most (n -m). where the non-negative integers p,q,-• 'V satisfy
while the c t and & va ... v are dependent only on the coefficients a n . It follows from (8) that b m+1 is arbitrary and that once b m+1 is given all other b n , n > tn + 1 are determined inductively in a unique way. If we set b m+l = Xa m+1 and calculate the b n they will be polynomials in X with coefficients depending only on the a n . The degree of b n is at most n -tn, as is proved by the following induction: for n = tn + 1 the degree is 1. Suppose for n < k the coefficient b n has degree at most n -tn in X. In equation (8) every term of the first sum on the right has degree at most [k -1)-tn <k -tn in X while the degree of any term of the second sum is (using (10))
Iiq + r + ---+ v=l then p7>tn from (9) This means that A = mx + X so that« = 0, f a = z and H oK = K o H. This is the result which was needed in the last step of theorem 4, which is now completely proved. Using the result of theorem 4 it now follows that in every case the statement of theorem 5 holds.
It may be noted that the result of theorem 5 depends essentially on the restriction to series having a common fixpoint (namely z -0). It is not always true, for example, that if the entire functionsg(z), h(z) are permutable with the entire function f{z), then g{z) is permutable with h[z). A counter example is provided by the functions
The purely formal considerations of this section therefore have consequences for such global problems as the set of entire functions which commute with a given entire function F(z). As an example we prove: 
is not a constant there is a least value of m such that the derivative G (m) (0) ^ 0 and w-fold differentiation of the above identity yields for z-0 the equation so that F'(G(0)) = 1 and F(G{0)) == G(0). By hypothesis the only fixpoint of multiplier 1 of F(z) is z = 0, and hence G(0) = 0. The expansion of G(z) in powers of z has no constant term and is therefore contained among the formal series of the form (6) satisfying G o F = F o G. Since any two of these series are formally permutable, any two representing entire functions will be permutable as entire functions.
We shall return to such global applications after considering the convergence of the formal series obtained in theorems 1 to 5.
Natural iteration near a fixpoint of multiplier 1
The results of this section are mainly due to Fatou [5] but are developed in forms suitable to the applications made of them in § 4. It is convenient to put the fixpoint at infinity and to begin by treating a function defined for all sufficiently large values of z by the convergent series
The expansion in descending powers of z may contain fractional powers which can be assumed to be made single valued by cutting the region of convergence along the negative real axis. In fact we assume all the exponents of z in (17) to be multiples of l/« for some integer n > 1. Now to a given value 6 with 0 < 0 < n/2 there is a positive constant K such that for \z\ ^ K the series (17) converges and
We denote by (£ the curve formed by the circular arc together with the two infinite segments of the tangents at the extremities of this arc which extend from the extremities to infinity in the left half plane. The region ® = 55 (6, K) is defined to be the region bounded on the left by (5. By a straightforward calculation Fatou [5] shows that if 3) = ®(0, if) is a region satisfying lemma 2, then the limit
exists uniformly for z e 3). The function .4 (z) is regular in ®. If K is sufficiently large F(z) is schlicht in 2) and so consequently are all F n (z), n = 1, 2, • • • It follows that A (z) is either schlicht in $ or a constant, but from (22) and (17) one sees that A (z) satisfies (23) and is not a constant but a schlicht function. Enlarging K still further will not alter the validity of the above arguments for ze ®(0, K) = % and we suppose K so large that for \z\ >K and in particular for z e 2) one has
For any z 0 e ® the points z n = i%,(z 0 ) lie in an angle Thus the series Q converges for x 0 e 2) and (? -> 0 uniformly as z -*• oo in © so that the infinite products in (27) converge. Since the left hand product of (27) is greater than 1 -BQ while the right hand one is less than exp(5()) the lemma is established.
Transformation of the permutable series
A change of variables is now made to replace the series of a family (7) by series (46) of the form (17). In the commuting family hold for all sufficiently large K, while if X> 0:
PROOF: Equations (52) and (43) follow from the form of (49) and the fact that a > 0. We now show the equivalence of the functions F x (t) and f x {z) for X eg. The functions T,{t) = tV n of (47) and R x (v) = R x (T,(t)) of (44) are regular for t e 2)(0, K) = % if K is large enough. Also PROOF: If $t p contains only X = 0 there is nothing to prove. In the other cases there is no loss in generality if we assume X = 1 to be contained in Stj, for there is certainly a p, ^ 0, ft e $", and the substitutions X = fiX', fp(z) = gi ( 2 ) < fx ( z ) = £A' {*) reduce the general case to the special one (with a different value of p).
We assume then that p > 1 and that X = 1 is contained in $". We choose a fixed integer / satisfying 1 5S / ^ m and set (58)
F(t) = F{(t) =t + ma + 2 D n (l)T&)-«>+» n-0
for that function (49) for which X = 1.
F(t) is simply the function f^z)
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I. N. Baker [16]
represented in a different system of variables. Since ma > 0 by (43), the series (58) is of the form (17) and lemma 3 applies. Thus if 0 is a fixed number satisfying 0 < 0 < n/2, the domain ® = %)(d,K) described in § 3 will for all sufficiently large i f b e a domain of existence and univalence of F(t) and of the function A (t) (defined by (22) with z replaced by t). Since A '(t) -> 1 as t -*• oo in ® one may take K so large that for all tf e 2> one has (59) | a i g i l ' ( 0 | < f l / 2 , | i l ' ( * ) | > l > 0 .
These conditions ensure that s = A (t) maps 2) one to one and conformalyl on to a region 93 of the s-plane with the property: 33 is the region lying to the right of a simple analytic curve 2 which is cut just once by every parallel to the real axis and whose limiting slope at infinity is -tan 0 in the upper half-plane and + tan0 in the lower half-plane (c.f. Fig. 3 ). By (59) the slope of £ has a numerical value greater than 0/2. We denote by ^ the region formed by displacing S3 an amount p dm, where a = a/(sin 0/2), in the direction of the positive real axis. The distance of a point of 93x from £ is at least patn.
We now suppose X to be any fixed value in ® v . By lemma 5 there is an L greater than the K used above in the definition of ® (0, K) and S3, such that for t e 2)(0, L + 2\X\am) one has
For t€%{Q,L + 2\X\am) one has F{{t) in $){8,K) by (60) and from (60), (22') one has [17] Permutable power series and regular iteration 281 to give a regular continuation of P^t) throughout the simply connected domain -<4_i(93i) of the £-plane. We show that A^Qdj) D $(0, K + fydm). Let t x be a finite point on the boundary of A^^Q^) and let s 1 = A (t ± ) so that s x is on the boundary of S3 X . Put s 2 = s 1 -pdm (on the boundary of 93) and t 2 = ^_!(s 2 ). The segment F : s^ of length pdm joins the boundaries of 93 and 93i and its image A_ X (T) joins the boundaries of ®(0,X) = ^^(93) a n d^^) . From (59) the length of A_ x (r) is less than twice the length of F and so is less than 2 pdm. Our assertion follows.
A (F x (t)) = Urn \F n (F[(t)) -nam -

Certainly then F{(t) is regular in < &(0,K + 2pdm) and
F{{®{e, K + 2 pdm)} C $(0, K) = ®.
Our K can be assumed to have been chosen so large that the succession of transformations (37), (41), (45), (47) maps %{0,K) and ®(0,X + 2pdm) one to one and conformally on to the domains ©(/, 0, K) and ®(j, 6,K-\-2pdm) respectively, defined after (50). Since by lemma 4 the functions F* x {t) and fx(z) correspond under these transformations we have proved that f x {z) is regular in ©(/, 6,K + 2pdm) and that
Such a result holds for any 1 ^j '^w s o that we may choose K so large that The choice of K depends in no way on the particular value of A chosen and these results hold uniformly for all Xe& v . We now remark that since X = 1 is in $", so also is A = -1. Replacing M by g(z) -= U(z) = z -a m+1 z<"-» + • • • = z + a' m+1 z">+i + [18] in the above discussion and noting that g K = /_A SO that the class ® p is the same for both / and g one sees that the only change is in the parameter y of (41), (43) We choose a K valid both for (64) and (65). Since 0 < 0 < nj2, the set
includes a circle \z\ ^ p of positive radius. For every X e ®j, the function f x (z) is regular in this circle and for \z\ ^ p one has by (64), (65)
which is a bounded set. The theorem is proved. The case m = 2, 0 = jr/4, y = 0 is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The boundary of @'(0, if) is dotted.
Convergence of the family f x
If ® is the set of X values corresponding to convergent members f x of the family (7), our task is to describe the possible forms of S. Obviously ® satisfies the lattice condition that it X e $£ and / j e t , then mX + njueSt for all positive or negative integers m and n. LEMMA 
The set ft defined above is closed if X = oo be adjoined to it.
PROOF: Consider any sequence {X n }, X n e S, n = 1, 2, • • • which converges to a finite value /i. All the X n satisfy for some p and by theorem 7 there is a circle |z| 5S p in which {/ A } form a uniformly bounded or normal family. We can therefore extract from {/ A } a subsequence, which we may as well assume to be {/ A } itself, and which converges uniformly to a limit g(z) in \z\ ^ p. g(z) is either the infinite constant or a regular function. But since / A (0) = 0 it follows that g(0) = 0 and in the same way Every non-real point z in \z\ < 1 has exactly one image point in \t\ < 1 and this image point t has \t\ > V2 -1.
Thus for all z in \z\ ^ 1 one has from (66) and the assumptions of the lemma:
PROOF OF THEOREM 8.
Take p = 1. By theorem 7 there is a circle \z\ ^ p in which all / A (z) with A e $ , are uniformly bounded by (say) M > 0. In particular this is the case for all X eS n ® s . Hence the coefficients b n (X) in (7) PROOF. Take the case when $ is not the whole plane. We have to show there is no finite point of accumulation in ®. By the lattice property of S it is enough to show that A = 0 is not a point of accumulation. Suppose A = 0 is a point of accumulation. By theorem 8 any line £ passing through A = 0 will not belong wholly to ft and by lemma 7 there is a minimal \X(2)\ for which / l ( 2 ) e 2 n S , 1^(8)1 > 0. This value may be infinite. By our assumption that 0 is a point of accumulation of ft it follows that there is a sequence of lines 2(n), n -1, 2, • • • for which X (£(»)) -*• 0. We may without loss of generality assume that the lines £(») tend to a limit line 31. For any point A 2 e 9? and e > 0 we may find a line £(») of the sequence such that (a) the perpendicular distance from X x to £(») is less than e/2 and (b) |A(£(»))| <e/2. It follows that there is a member of ft (on £(»)) closer to X x than e. Thus X x is in the closed set ft and since it is an arbitrary pointof 9?,the whole line 31 is contained in 2. By theorem 8 ft must be the whole plane. This contradiction shows that X = 0 is not a point of accumulation and the theorem is proved. provides an example of case (1) . In proof of this assertion: if
is the commuting family of the form (7) 
Existence of an infinitesimal transformation
In case (iv) of theorems 10 and 11 one has a local continuous group of functions f x (z) with complex parameter X and The individual transformations have expansions of the form (7). If we restrict X to \X\ ^ 1, there is a 6 > 0 such that all these f x (z) converge in \z\ ^ d, where they also satisfy \f(z)\ < M for a suitable constant M. The coefficients in (7) satisfy follows that our hypothesis of an infinite set of X with \k\ ^ p and / A entire must be false. Since this applies for every p > 1 the proof of theorem 12 is complete.
We have also shown that the entire members of a family (7) form at most a countable set. This set always contains the linear polynomial f o (z) = z and no other linear polynomial. There may be also a polynomial of degree two or more among the functions / A (z) and in this case the family can include no transcendantal entire function. Conversely if there is a transcendental member of the family (7) then the only polynomial member is f o (z) = z. These assertions follow from a result of Baker [1, p. 141] and Ganapathy Iyer [8] : no entire transcendental function can commute with a polynomial of degree two or more.
We now combine theorems 6 and 12 to obtain THEOREM 13. / / F(z) is a non-linear entire junction exactly one of whose fixpoints has multiplier 1, then the entire functions permutable with F(z) form a countable set.
PROOF: AS in theorem 6 we may assume the fixpoint to be z = 0 so that F(z) has an expansion F(z) = z = a n+1 z>»+i + f a n z\ m ^ 1, a m+1 * 0.
n-m+2
The constant functions permutable with F(z) are the solutions c of F(c) = c which form at most a countable set. The non-constant functions permutable with F(z) are either members of the family (7): F x (z) of theorem 2 or by theorem 4 they have the form H o F x {z) where H m (z) = z. The entire functions of the form F x (z) form at most a countable set. If H o F\{z) is entire then so is its w-th interate F mX (z) which is in (7) . Thus the entire functions of this second kind are also at most countable and the theorem is proved.
One may ask whether the set of entire functions permutable with a given entire function is countable under more general hypotheses then those of theorem 13. This is indeed so but other methods of proof are required.
Finally we prove of the family (7) are entire, then X > 0.
